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Me:

1. Mechanical / computer engineer

2. Physician (non-practicing)

3. Medical device developer

4. Career: Medical device entrepreneur

5. Chemistry analyzers

6. Radiology systems

7. Telemedicine

8. Health records

9. Privacy expert in standards workgroups

10.Current: Patient-centered health records developer and advocate
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Brief HIE tutorial for clinicians and administrators

● 2002: HIPAA and consent

● 2004: NHIN

● Dueling access principles - with or without consent

● Dueling interoperability principles - documents or APIs

● Health Information Exchange essentials

● 2019: TEFCA

● 2020: Issues

● Apps and regulations

● Decentralization alternative: HIE of One Trustee

… Part 2: Patient Matching and other privacy perspectives
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Result: 2M+ US health data holders treat our data as 

corporate assets

“The consent provisions…are replaced with a new 

provision…that provides regulatory permission for covered 

entities to use and disclose protected health information for 

treatment, payment, and healthcare operations.”
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HIPAA T/P/O

● Treatment

● Payment

● Operations

Patient-Directed

● Fax

● US Mail

● Digital

No Consent Needs Specific Destination

No Transparency No Surprises

Opt-out Opt-in

Patient Matching Patient Engagement

Limited Scope Universal (including 

behavioral and SDOH)

Future: 

● TEFCA?

● Epic Everywhere?

Future: 

● Apple?

● Apps

● Standards (HIE of One)Image From: Privacy in the age of medical big data

Access Principle
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https://www-nature-com.libproxy.mit.edu/articles/s41591-018-0272-7


Interoperability Technology Alternatives

Document

● Example: fax, email, Direct

● Pushed

● Sender decides

● Cheap to send

● Expensive to process on receipt

● Easy to sign / authenticate

● Intermediaries are irrelevant

API
Application Programming Interface

● Example: Web, Expedia, Netflix 

● Pulled

● Recipient decides

● Cheap to send

● Easier to process on receipt

● Hard to sign / authenticate

● Intermediaries are a problem
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HIE Essentials

● Access Governance

● Directories

● Messaging

● Standards

● Patient Matching

● Record / Encounter Locator

● Sustainability
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HIE Options

● Registry Filings

● Health Records

● Analytics

● Patient Access
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TEFCA
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Issues with TEFCA and institutional HIE

● Centralized governance

● Security

● Complexity

● Enforcement

● Consent management

● Patient matching

● Innovation

● Cost and sustainability

● Scope of data under surveillance

… versus a decentralized alternative
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Apps, Digital Health, SDOH, PRO, AI... oh my!

● The “Goldilocks Dilemma”

● Forbidden knowledge

● “Code of Conduct”

● App ratings

● How intrusive are the Social Determinants of Health?

● Who captures and judges the Patient Reported Outcomes?

● How do we regulate AI?

Do FQHCs have a unique role?
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Who decides?

Who decides who decides?
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Decentralized, Patient Centered Alternative

http://bit.ly/TrusteeWhitePaper



End of part 1

Questions?
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Part 2: Patient Matching

and other privacy issues
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Agenda

● Three approaches to identity

○ Patient Matching

○ National Patient Identifier

○ Digital or Self-Sovereign Identity

● Patient matching = Surveillance

● Unique National Patient ID

● Biometrics

● Self-sovereign Digital ID
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“ Essentially, an NPI system would assign each U.S. citizen a unique number 

to identify them across the healthcare system, a move that had been 

previously tabled for more than two decades due to privacy concerns.

In theory, such a system will help prevent duplicate patient records, make the 

transfer of patient information simpler and ease other unnecessary costs 

associated with patient identification.”
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https://yo

utu.be/H69

l_trRArU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H69l_trRArU


Patient Matching

● Matches HIPAA - no consent

● Benefit: No patient engagement

● Surveillance
○ Scope. How much surveillance?

○ What is success?

● Privacy
○ Referential matching

○ Who knows all?

○ Social determinants?

○ Behavioral health?

● What will TEFCA do?
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Surveillance-based Identity Examples 

● Facial recognition

● Schools

● Smart Cities

● Location

● Media - News, Entertainment

● Social Media

● Purchasing

● Credit

● Health Care?
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Unique IDs

● Coerced
○ Driver’s License

○ Passport

○ SSN

○ Medicare ID

○ Iris

● Voluntary
○ Email

○ Cell Phone

● Hybrid
○ Bank Account

○ Insurance Account
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Biometrics

● Local vs. Centralized

● Proprietary

● Expensive

● Supervised

● Examples
○ Face

○ Gait

○ Iris

○ Fingerprint

○ Palm

○ DNA

○ Immune Cells

● Many security and privacy issues

● Combinations 34
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Self-Sovereign Identity



Self-Sovereign Identity

● Decentralized

● Privacy preserving

● Blockchain technology

● Self-verifying

● No more passwords

● Digital signatures

● Requires Tech
○ Smartphone

○ Smart Card

○ Token

● Public and private sector

● New
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Complexity and Confusion

● Patient matching is the incumbent

● Standards and Unique IDs will improve patient matching

● Is patient matching good enough for TEFCA?

● The role of biometrics is unclear 

● Digital identity is the future, but when?

● Will artificial intelligence change the game?

● Can we have a (precision medicine) future without consent?
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How much patient engagement?
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Big data has become the ubiquitous watch word of medical innovation. The rapid 

development of machine-learning techniques and artificial intelligence in particular has 

promised to revolutionize medical practice from the allocation of resources to the 

diagnosis of complex diseases. But with big data comes big risks and challenges, 

among them significant questions about patient privacy. Here, we outline the legal and 

ethical challenges big data brings to patient privacy. We discuss, among other topics, 

how best to conceive of health privacy; the importance of equity, consent, and patient 

governance in data collection; discrimination in data uses; and how to handle data 

breaches. We close by sketching possible ways forward for the regulatory system.



Thank you!

agropper@patientprivacyrights.org
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